GREECE
September 4 - 14, 2019

Greece Adventure & Meditation Tour
Dr. Sue invites you to immerse
yourself in a retreat unlike any 		
other. Say “Yes” to yourself.
Your heart will thank you!

J

oin Dr. Sue for an amazing 11-day/ 10-night
adventure and meditation retreat as you explore
the rich and wondrous history of Ancient Greece,
a land of myth and mysteries, and timeless legends.

Gather with like-minded people as you experience sacred
sites honoring Greek gods and goddesses – including the
Temple of Zeus, one of the Seven wonders of the ancient
world. Walk through ancient cities and marketplaces,
strolling the same streets once visited by Socrates, Plato
and Aristotle, as you explore the wonders of your own
Soul with coursework, meditation and yoga with Dr. Sue.
During the journey we’ll embark on a four-day cruise,
traveling the deep blue waters of the Mediterranean,
soaking in the vibrant culture as you enjoy delicious
traditional cuisine on Mykonos, Crete and Santorini.
We’ll also dive deep into the sacred history of the land,
learning about sacred rites and initiation ceremonies
honoring the gods and goddesses as we experience the
healing energies at the Temple of Athena and watch the
sunsets from the breathtaking panorama of Oia, the
most photographed spot in Greece.

TOUR INCLUDES:
n Experiential coursework and meditation
with Dr. Sue
n Morning yoga sessions with Dr. Sue
n All hotel and cruise accommodations
(10 nights)
n Meals as indicated in the itinerary
(B = Breakfast, L = Lunch, D=Dinner)
n Entrance fees to all sites visited
n All ground transportation during the tour
n Arrival and Departure transfer to Athens
airport on Day 1 and Day 11
TOUR DOES NOT INCLUDE:
n International airfare
n Meals not mentioned on itinerary
n Incidentals at hotels including bottled
water, tea, coffee, alcoholic beverages and
soft drinks, personal expenses (i.e., laundry,
valet service, telephone calls, postage, etc.)

Morter Institute strongly suggests that you purchase
travel protection and trip cancellation insurance.

$6,495 Double Occupancy (per person)
$1,395 Single Supplement (additional)
Reserve your spot today
with a $1,000* deposit!
*A non-refundable $1,000 deposit is required.
Full balance due by June 15, 2019.

Dr. Sue Adventure & Meditation Itinerary:
Greece, September 4-14, 2019
would discuss politics and philosophy. Today it is one
of the quietest and most meditative places in Athens,
with magnificent views of the Parthenon atop the
Acropolis. Coursework with Dr. Sue after dinner.
Titania Hotel Athens (B,D)

DAY 3: SEPTEMBER 6 – FRIDAY –
ATHENS TO DELPHI

DAY 1: SEPTEMBER 4 – WEDNESDAY –
ATHENS

Arrive at the Athens airport and be transported to
our hotel. Depending upon your arrival time, enjoy
an optional afternoon walking tour from Noon to
4:00 p.m. of this ancient city filled with myths,
mysteries, and legends. Steeped with a rich history
that spans 3,400 years, Athens is home of many
sacred ancient sites, monuments, and landmarks
and a fusion of old and new. At 4:30 pm there will
be a Welcome and Orientation Meeting with Dr. Sue.
After we will gather as a group for our Welcome
Dinner at a local restaurant in the Plaka area.
Titania Hotel Athens (D)

DAY 2: SEPTEMBER 5 – THURSDAY –
ATHENS

BodyAwake™ Yoga with Dr. Sue. Travel by bus on the
Panathenaic Way, the ancient procession of the goddess, up to the Acropolis to visit the magnificent ruins
of the Parthenon and the Theater of Dionysus, the
world’s oldest theater where great plays by Aeschylus,
Sophocles and Euripides were first performed. Visit
the Acropolis Museum that sits on the archaeological
site of Makrygianni and on the ruins of Roman and
early Byzantine Athens. After lunch, walk to the Agora,
the heart of Athens and the ancient marketplace where
Socrates, Plato and Aristotle strolled, and experience
the traditional morning meeting place where people

BodyAwake™ Yoga with Dr. Sue. Depart 9:30 am for
Delphi. We will stop en route at Eleusis to visit the
Sanctuary of Eleusis, one of the greatest shrines in
honor of Demeter and Persephone, where we will
learn about secret rites and initiation ceremonies that
honored the wandering Demeter and her daughter
Persephone who was held hostage in the underworld
by the god Hades. Upon arrival in Delphi, we will
settle into our hotel and then have a little time to stroll
around the town and do some shopping before gathering for dinner. Coursework with Dr. Sue after dinner.
Amalia Hotel Delphi (B, D)

DAY 4: SEPTEMBER 7 – SATURDAY –
DELPHI AND OLYMPIA

BodyAwake™ Yoga with Dr. Sue. Depart at 9:30 am to
experience the Oracle of Delphi, also called the Pythia,
or the Sibyl, who uttered prophecies for pilgrims who
came to her temple for over twelve hundred years.
We will walk from the small town of Delphi to the
ancient Sacred Way to the home of the Oracle at
the Temple of Apollo - one of the greatest pilgrimage
sites in the world. Experience the healing energies
at the Temple to Athena - the temple is dedicated
to protecting women, visit one of the most beautiful
stadiums in ancient Greece, the old theater and
tour the Delphi Museum. After lunch, visit Olympia,
a sanctuary of ancient Greece, and home to the
Olympic Games of the classical period. Olympia
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Dr. Sue Adventure & Meditation Itinerary:
Greece, September 4-14, 2019

was considered a national shrine for the Greeks
and housed many treasures and works of art ranging
from temples, monuments, sacred altars, theaters
and statues. Coursework with Dr. Sue after dinner.
Hotel Europa Olympia (B, D)

DAY 6: SEPTEMBER 9 – MONDAY –
ATHENS FOR A FOUR-NIGHT CRUISE –
MYKONOS

Yoga and Coursework Times During the Cruise TBD

DAY 5: SEPTEMBER 8 – SUNDAY –
OLYMPIA

BodyAwake™ Yoga with Dr. Sue. Morning departure
to the ruins of the Temple of Zeus, one of the Seven
Wonders of the Ancient World, and experience the
excavated stadium, the origin site of all Western
athletics. After lunch, visit the Olympics Museum,
which features a collection of Olympic torches,
medals, and memorabilia of the Baron Pierre de
Coubertin, the visionary who revived the Modern
Olympic Games in the belief it would revive the
spirit of the well-lived life. Coursework with
Dr. Sue after dinner.
Titania Hotel Athens (B, D)

Morning transfer to the port of Piraeus for boarding
to depart at 11:30 am to Mykonos, the island famous
for its beautiful sandy beaches. In the evening, sail
towards Kusadasi, Turkey.
Cruise (B,L,D)

DAY 7: SEPTEMBER 10 – TUESDAY –
KUSADASI AND PATMOS

Two ports of call today, Kusadasi in Turkey and
Patmos Island in Greece. Arrive at the port of
Kusadasi on the Turkish coast to join a tour to ancient
Ephesus including a visit to Mother Mary’s House.
Set sail for the Island of Patmos, where Saint John
the Divine wrote the book of Revelations. Arrive on
the Island of Patmos to tour the Monastery of Saint
John and the Grotto of the Apocalypse or enjoy free
time at the picturesque town of Scala port.
Cruise (B, L, D)
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DAY 8: SEPTEMBER 11 – WEDNESDAY –
RHODES

Arrive early at the Island of Knights, Rhodes where
you will tour to the Acropolis of Lindos and the Citadel
of the Knights. Set sail for Crete and Santorini.
Cruise (B, L, D)

DAY 10: SEPTEMBER 13 – FRIDAY –
DEPARTURE FOR ATHENS
Arrive in Piraeus port and, after breakfast, disembark
to continue the sacred journey and vibrational energy
at the magnificent Temple of Poseidon, god of the
sea. Poseidon was considered second only to Zeus
(Jupiter), the supreme god himself. Situated in
Sounion over the ruins of a temple dating from the
Archaic Period, it stands on a craggy spur that plunges
65m down to the sea. Built in 444 BC, it is constructed
of local marble from Agrilesa with its slender Doric
columns, of which 16 remain. Enjoy an afternoon of
shopping and further exploration of Athens. Afternoon
coursework with Dr. Sue before the Farewell Dinner.
Titania Hotel Athens (B, D)

DAY 9: SEPTEMBER 12 – THURSDAY –
HERAKLION AND SANTORINI

The first port of call is the Island of Crete and its
capital Heraklion, home of the Minoan Palace of Knossos and its Venetian fortress at the harbour gate. The
pedestrian 25th August Street (shopping street), is
directly opposite the Old Harbour and extends to Lion
Square and Morosini Fountain, in the city hub, the
perfect place to shop. Depart to the volcanic island
of the Cyclades, Santorini, the last port of call. Upon
arriving, don’t miss the spectacular caldera, created
by the eruption of the island’s volcano in ancient times
and the white washed houses perched on the edge.
Tour the breathtaking panorama of Oia, the most
photographed spot in Greece, known worldwide for its
fascinating sunset by taking a cable car for a sunset
mediation with Dr. Sue.
Cruise (B, L, D)

DAY 11: SEPTEMBER 14 – SATURDAY
Departure for home city. (B)
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Dr. Sue Adventure & Meditation Hotel List:
JourneyAwakeTM Greece
DAY 1-2: WED SEPT 4 –
THURS SEPT 5 – ATHENS
TATANIA HOTEL
Panepistimiou 52, Athens 10678, Greece
Tel: +30.210-33.26.000
http://www.titania.gr/#home

DAY 3: FRI SEPT 6 – DELPHI
TATANIA HOTEL

AMALIA HOTEL DELPHI
1, Apollonos St. Delphi, 33054, Greece
Tel: +30 22650 82101
http://amaliahoteldelphi.gr/#home

DAY 4: SAT SEPT 7 –
DELPHI AND OLYMPIA
HOTEL EUROPA OLYMPIA
Peloponnese, Greece
Tel: +30 26240 22650-23650 •
+30 26240 23850-22700
http://www.hoteleuropa.gr/index.
php?language=en
AMALIA HOTEL DELPHI

DAY 5: SUN SEPT 8 – ATHENS
TATANIA HOTEL
Panepistimiou 52, Athens 10678, Greece
Tel: +30.210-33.26.000
http://www.titania.gr/#home

DAY 6-9: MON SEPT 9 – THURS
SEPT 12 – ATHENS – FOURNIGHT CRUISE
HOTEL EUROPA OLYMPIA

CRUISE - Mykonos, Kusadasi, Patmos
Island, Rhodes, Heraklion, and Santorini

DAY 10: FRI SEPT 13 – ATHENS
TATANIA HOTEL
Panepistimiou 52, Athens 10678, Greece
Tel: +30.210-33.26.000
http://www.titania.gr/#home

DAY 11: SAT SEPT 14
CRUISE

Departure for home city.
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TOUR INCLUDES:
n Experiential coursework and meditation
with Dr. Sue
n Morning yoga sessions with Dr. Sue
n All hotel and cruise accommodations
(10 nights)
n Meals as indicated in the itinerary
(B = Breakfast, L = Lunch, D=Dinner)
n Entrance fees to all sites visited
n All ground transportation during the tour
n Arrival and Departure transfer to Athens
airport on Day 1 and Day 11
TOUR DOES NOT INCLUDE:
n International airfare
n Meals not mentioned on itinerary
n Incidentals at hotels including bottled
water, tea, coffee, alcoholic beverages and
soft drinks, personal expenses (i.e., laundry,
valet service, telephone calls, postage, etc.)

Morter Institute strongly suggests that you purchase
travel protection and trip cancellation insurance.

ABOUT DR. SUE/JOURNEYAWAKE™:

Dr. Sue Morter is an international speaker, Master of
Bio-Energetic Medicine and Quantum Field visionary who
employs and teaches the use of high frequency energy
patterns to activate full human potential. In addition to her
transformational coursework and teachings, she invites
students and participants to travel with her on life-changing
JourneyAwake™ Adventure and Meditation tours. As part of
each JourneyAwake™ Adventure, Dr. Sue leads participants
in the exploration of sacred sites, providing deep insights into
the often-times mysterious nature of the ancient civilizations
once residing there. Through daily BodyAwake™ Yoga
practice, group meditations and coursework, she guides
participants on an inner journey as well, helping students
connect with the soulful self and awaken to their own
magnificence as they explore these sacred lands. She leads
excursions to Bali, India, Ireland, Peru, Egypt, Jerusalem
and the Holy Lands, with future JourneyAwake™ Adventures
planned for a Mary Magdalene Pilgrimage in the South of
France. For more information about the JourneyAwake™
Adventures, visit www.DrSueMorter.com.

For more information contact Morter Institute: (855) 872-8700 • info@drsuemorter.com
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Dr. Sue Adventure & Meditation Registration Form:
JourneyAwakeTM Greece
To register, please fill out this form and return it with A PHOTOCOPY OF YOUR PASSPORT and your $1,000 per person
deposit to the address below. Please make the check payable to Morter Institute.

1 FULL NAME (As on Passport):______________________________________________________________________ TITLE__________
2 FULL NAME (As on passport)_______________________________________________________________________TITLE__________
STREET ADDRESS:________________________________________________________________________________________________
CITY: _________________________________________________________________________STATE: __________ZIP: ______________
HOME PHONE: _____________________________________________WORK PHONE:_________________________________________
E-MAIL__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
E-MAIL__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
EMERGENCY CONTACT:___________________________________________________________________________________________
HOME TEL: ______________________________________________________________________________________________________
WORK TEL:______________________________________________________________________________________________________
ANY SPECIAL HEALTH CONDITION(S):_______________________________________________________________________________
SPECIAL AIRLINE SEATING REQUEST:
NO PREFERENCE ______WINDOW ______ AISLE ______
SPECIAL DIET REQUEST FOR AIRLINE:
VEGETARIAN ______REGULAR ______OTHERS ______
DO YOU SMOKE: YES ______NO ______
ROOMMATE NAME:________________________________________________________________________________________________
REQUEST ROOMMATE: YES / NO
ROOM ACCOMMODATIONS:
SINGLE______DOUBLE ______ONE BED ______TWO BEDS ______
DATE OF BIRTH: ___________________________DATE OF BIRTH____________________________
DEPARTURE CITY:________________________________________________________________________________________________
OTHER DESTINATION(S):___________________________________________________________________________________________
FLIGHT DETAILS: _________________________________________________________________________________________________
(attach itinerary)
OTHER ARRANGEMENTS NEEDED:__________________________________________________________________________________
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JourneyAwakeTM

TERMS AND CONDITIONS, WAIVER AND RELEASE OF LIABILITY
IMPORTANT TRAVEL INFORMATION. I acknowledge and agree that it is my responsibility to make my own inquiries regarding my trip,
including any relevant government travel safety warnings.
PASSPORT/VISAS. I acknowledge that I must have a passport valid for six months past the expected end date of my JourneyAwake
Excursion. It is also my responsibility to obtain valid entry visas for all countries where so required, prior to departure. Failure to obtain correct
documentation may affect my participation in all or any portion of the JourneyAwake Excursion.
VACCINATIONS. Immunization requirements vary from country to country. I acknowledge and agree that it is my responsibility to consult my
personal physician, a local public health board or the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) in Atlanta www.cdc.gov/travel.
Required inoculations, if any, must be recorded by my health practitioner on a valid vaccination certificate which I must carry for proof of
inoculation where required.
TRAVEL INSURANCE. I acknowledge that I am urged to arrange comprehensive travel insurance to cover any unforeseen circumstances
that may occur during the JourneyAwake Excursion. MORTER INSTITUTE is not liable in any regard for my failure to adequately insure
myself, and I agree to indemnify and hold MORTER INSTITUTE harmless for any expenses or delays incurred as a result of my failure to
adequately insure myself.
JOURNEYAWAKE EXCURSION PRICE. The “JourneyAwake Excursion Price” is the total amount listed on my Itinerary. All JourneyAwake
Excursion Prices are quoted in U.S. Dollars.
• Items Included in My JourneyAwake Excursion Price. Included items are expressly listed on the Itinerary.
• Items Not Included in My JourneyAwake Excursion Price. The only items included in my JourneyAwake Excursion price are those
expressly identified on the itinerary.
BOOKING DEPOSIT. I acknowledge that I must pay the deposit listed on the Itinerary at the time of booking. Deposits are non-refundable
and non-transferable.
PAYMENT OPTIONS. I acknowledge that I have three options to pay the remaining balance of my JourneyAwake Excursion:
1. Monthly Payment Plan – requires the total excursion price to paid by the final payment date as listed in the itinerary. Payment may be via
check, money order or credit card on file.
2._Split – Pay Option – requires the total excursion price to be paid in two equal payments by the dates as listed in the itinerary. Payments will
be charged to the credit card on file.
3._Final Payment – requires the total excursion balance to be paid by the final payment date as listed in the itinerary. Payment will be charged
to the credit card on file.
CANCELLATION NOTICE. I acknowledge that cancellation notices must be issued to MORTER INSTITUTE in writing during its regular
office hours and confirmed via email or telephone conversation back from MORTER INSTITUTE. I will call 317-872-9373 and/or email info@
drsuemorter.com if I must cancel my JourneyAwake Excursion.
CANCELLATION FEES. I acknowledge that in the event of cancellation, I will be liable to pay MORTER INSTITUTE cancellation fees as
listed in the itinerary.
IMAGE AND AUDIO RELEASE. I agree to grant MORTER INSTITUTE a worldwide, royalty-free license to use my photographic, video or
digital likeness, or audio recordings solely for promotional, educational and/or commercial purposes.
I, the undersigned, agree to this release of all claims, waiver of liability and assumption of risk. I waive any and all claims I may have, now
and in the future, and release from all liability and agree not to sue Dr. Sue Morter, LLC (doing business as MORTER INSTITUTE), or its
employees for any personal injury, death, property damage, or loss sustained by me as a result of my participation in a JourneyAwake
Excursion due to any cause whatsoever, without limitation.
I am aware that the JourneyAwake Excursion offered, in addition to the usual risks inherent in international travel, has certain additional risks
such as physical exertion for which I may not be prepared. I accept all of the inherent risks of the JourneyAwake Excursion, and the possibility
of personal injury, permanent disability, death or property damage or loss resulting therefrom.
I confirm that, by my own free will, I have read and understood the terms and conditions of this JourneyAwake Excursion and Waiver and Release of Liability and I agree this Waiver and Release of Liability will be binding upon my heirs, next of kin, executors, administrators
and successors.
By signing below, I affirm that I have fully understood and agree to these Terms and Conditions, Waiver and Release of Liability.

SIGNATURE: _________________________________________________________________________________________
DATE:_______________________________________________________________________________________________
FOR JOURNEYAWAKE™ GREECE EXCURSION
Payment Options for travelers that are not on a monthly payment plan.
• Split-pay option – remaining balance is split into two payments and automatically charged on February 15, 2019 and June 15, 2019.
to the credit card on file.
• Full-pay option – remaining balance is automatically charged on June 15, 2019 to the credit card on file.
• Bookings made from June 16, 2019 to departure date are subject to space availability and require full payment, plus a $150 late fee
immediately upon booking.
CANCELLATION TIMELINE AND FEES
• Deposits are non-refundable, non-transferable.
• Cancellations received on or before June 14, 2019 will have a penalty of 100% of the deposit.
• Cancellations received on June 15, 2019 up to departure date receive no refund.
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